
Drop the connector through the opening around the li-

cense plate lights.  

Raise rear of car and support with jack stands. Using a # 15 

torx driver remove  both tailights on one side for access to 

3rd brake light.  Reach through the tailight opening and 

release the 3rd brake light connector. 

Pull back some of the black covering over the wires so 

you can install the connectors. Place one wire in each 

connector, fold closed and squeeze gently with a pair of 

pliers until it latches.  

Measure and mark the center of the led strip and also 

the center of the channel on the rear fascia. It helps to 

tape it in place so you can accurately mark where to 

dril the 1/8” hole for the wire.  Drill the 1/8” hole and 

pass the wire through.  

Reach through the tailight opening and find the wire you 

routed through the hole. It may be under  a panel you can  

reach under and find the wire. Pull it through the same 

opening as the 3rd brake light connector.  Strip  about 1/2” 

of insulation and fold the wire in half so there is more wire 

to crimp. Now  install the  2  male connectors and crimp 

them tightly.  

 

Now plug the red led wire into the back of the con-

nector on the blue wire. Plug the black led wire 

into the back of the connector on the black wire. 

Test the system before mounting by TURNING ON 

THE KEY and have someone hit the brake pedal.  

Once the led strip is working you can mount it.  See 

next page.  



Aggressively clean the channel where the led strip will mount with the supplied alcohol pads, degreaser or Acetone. 

You can tape off the area around the channel to prevent any staining that may occur. Next cut the very top off the 

adhesion promotor pack. As you remove the sponge, squeeze all the excess fluid you can back into the packet to 

have enough for the entire area.  Apply a THIN coat only in the channel that the strip mounts in. Let it dry for 5 

minutes.   

                                                                                                           

Start mounting the strip at the end where you drilled the hole, NOT IN THE CENTER. Peel the backing as you go and 

pay close attention to the corners as you will have to bend and form the strip to the corners. Press and hold for a cou-

ple minutes to be sure the strip sticks. Work the strip all the way across. It helps to have a helper come behind you to 

keep pressing the strip to stay in place. Test again after you are finished and don’t forget to TURN THE KEY ON WHEN 

TESTING.  You can also apply a small dab of black silicone to the hole to seal it up.  

  DON’T FORGET TO PLUG THE UPPER BRAKE LIGHT BACK IN!  

Wire tie the led wires as needed and reinstall the brake lights.  


